Pitching session for Collaborative Opportunities

POLISH CLUSTER OF COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGIES

Cluster presentation
Polish Cluster of Composite Technologies

- Established 2017
- National Key Cluster from XII 2021
- More than 120 members from all over Poland
- Employed employees: 15133
- Total sales revenue of all members of the PKTK in the last 2 financial years: PLN 4,799,426,770
- Focused on innovation and ecology, high technology, renewable energy/hydrogen, space and defence technology
Polish Cluster of Composite Technologies

- Cooperation with **National Key Clusters** in Poland and **Composite Clusters** in Europe, **Vanguard Initiative**, ECCP

- Co-organisation of **industry events** in Poland and Europe (Kompozyt-Expo 2023, LightCon 2023)

- Support in the introduction of **modern technologies**, **Industry 4.0** and **digitization** in the field of composites
  Creating **project consortia**

- Projects and products development
  Acquisition of financing
  Legal and administrative support
Offer partners and companies from abroad

- Introducing products and technology to the Polish market, Acquiring clients
- Organizing events, meetings, and conferences on composite technologies

What are we looking for?

- Institutions, clusters involved in composite technologies, green transformations, Eco Consortia and Partners for European projects
Thank you for your attention
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